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HEAVY DUTY  DUST CONTAINMENT POLES
Trimaco’s Heavy Duty E-Z Up® Dust Containment Pole works with plastic sheeting to create a dust barrier on the 
jobsite. The heavy-duty aluminum construction is available in three heights - 12ft, 16ft and 20ft. Simply clip plastic 
onto the quick clip and adjust the pole to ceiling height. The unique foot pedal ensures a snug fit. 

Item #  Pack Size
54732 12 ft pole fully extended - 2pk box 1 5' 4¾" to 12'
54736 16 ft pole fully extended - 2pk box 1 6' 9½" to 16' 
54738 20 ft pole fully extended - 2pk box  1 6' 5" to 20'

DUST CONTAINMENT POLES
Trimaco’s E-Z Up® Dust Containment Pole works with plastic sheeting  to create a dust barrier on the jobsite.  
The durable steel construction adjusts to a maximum height of 12 feet. Simply clip plastic onto the quick clip and 
adjust the pole to ceiling height with twist lock technology. The unique bottom spring ensures a snug fit. 

Item #  Pack Size
54733 12 ft pole - 2pk box  4 boxes 4' 9" to 12'

DISCLAIMER: E-Z Up Dust Containment Poles are designed for creating dust barriers with plastic sheeting, and are 
not designed for bracing or holding heavy loads.

HEAVY DUTY DUST CONTAINMENT POLE KITS 
Trimaco’s E-Z Up® Dust Containment Pole works with plastic sheeting to create a dust barrier on the jobsite. 
These kits include 12 ft heavy duty aluminum poles, Peel and Stick Zippers, and Pole Bag. 
Item #  Pack Size
54745 Two 12 ft Poles, 1 bag, 1 zipper 1 5' 4¾" to 12'
54746 Four 12 ft Poles, 1 bag, 2 zippers 1 5' 4¾" to 12'

DUST CONTAINMENT POLE KIT 
Works with plastic sheeting to create a dust barrier on the jobsite. This kit includes four 12 ft Poles, two Peel and 
Stick Zippers, and one Pole Bag.
Item #  Pack Size
54734  Four 12 ft Poles, 1 bag, 2 zippers 4 4' 9" to 12'

POLE BAG
Carry up to 4 containment poles in our heavy duty bag with reinforced zipper and straps. The comfort grip handle 
makes transportation easy.

Item #  Pack Size
54731	 Pole	bag	 1	 fits	up	to	4	poles

    WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Bis (2-ethylhexyl) Phthalate (DEHP), Di-isodecyl Phthalate (DIDP), 
and Diisononyl Phthalate (DINP), which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

HEAVY DUTY PEEL & STICK ZIPPER
Our heavy duty zipper creates an instant doorway and can be used on plastic, tarps  and shrink wraps.

Item #  Pack Size
06184.4 Heavy Duty Fabric Adhesive Zipper 2pk 4 2¾" x 7'
06186 Heavy Duty Fabric Adhesive Zipper 12pk  8 2¾" x 7'

DUST CONTAINMENT DOOR KIT
The unique zipper allows for quick access in and out of the jobsite. Open bottom easily allows carts through door.  
Kit includes 1 sheet of plastic with pre-assembled zipper and 1 roll of  1" x 18' release tape (up to 14 days of use).

Item #  Pack Size
54740	 Dust	Containment	Door	Kit	 6	 fits	standard	doors	up	to	3'	x	7'	

DOUBLE-SIDED TAPE
Our double-sided tape provides a tight seal with plastic sheeting and features release paper for easy application.  
Up to 14 days of use.

Item #  Pack Size
54744  Heavy Duty Double-Sided Tape 4 2" x 60'
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